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Abstract: Intrinsic rates of exchange are essential parameters for obtaining protein stabilities from
amide 1H exchange data. To understand the influence of the intracellular environment on stability,

one must know the effect of the cytoplasm on these rates. We probed exchange rates in buffer

and in Escherichia coli lysates for the dynamic loop in the small globular protein chymotrypsin
inhibitor 2 using a modified form of the nuclear magnetic resonance experiment, SOLEXSY. No sig-

nificant changes were observed, even in 100 g dry weight L21 lysate. Our results suggest that

intrinsic rates from studies conducted in buffers are applicable to studies conducted under cellular
conditions.
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Introduction

The cytoplasm of Escherichia coli is a milieu of mac-

romolecules whose total concentration can exceed

300 gL21.1,2 This crowded environment is expected

to affect biophysical properties, such as protein sta-

bility.3 Quantifying these changes is key to under-

standing protein chemistry in cells.4

1H=2H exchange has been used to assess protein

stability since Linderstr�m-Lang and coworkers laid

the theoretical framework in the 1950s.5–7 Native

globular proteins exist in equilibrium with a large

ensemble of less structured states.8 When a protein

in H2O is transferred to 2H2O, solvent-exposed

amide protons in the native state can, in most

cases,9 exchange freely with deuterons. Hydrogen-

bonded and other protected protons, however,

exchange only upon exposure to solvent during a

transient opening [Eq. (1)],

N1H ðclosedÞ�
Kop

N1H ðopenÞ��!kint

N2H ðopenÞ (1)

where Kop 5 kop=kcl is the opening equilibrium con-

stant, kop and kcl are the opening and closing rate

constants, respectively, and kint is the intrinsic rate

of amide 1H exchange in an unstructured peptide.

When intrinsic exchange is rate limiting (kcl > kint),

the observed exchange rate of a protonated amide

(kobs) can be used to determine the modified stand-

ard free energy of opening (i.e., the stability),

because kobs 5 Kopkint [Eq. (2)].7,10,11

DG
�0
op 5 2RT ln Kop 5 2RT ln

kobs

kint
(2)

This approach is valid for protons that are exposed

on global unfolding, so called “globally exchanging

residues,” because maximum values of DG
�0
op often

equal the free energy of denaturation measured by

using independent techniques.7,12,13
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To validate the 1H=2H exchange results, one

must know if kint changes under crowded conditions.

kint values in buffer can be calculated as a function

of primary structure, pH, and temperature14–16

using the online resource, SPHERE.17 These values

have also been used to measure protein stability in

solutions crowded by synthetic polymers and pro-

teins, because as described below, these crowding

agents do not affect kint.
18–21 Saturation transfer

NMR was used to show that the kint of poly-DL-ala-

nine does not change in 300 gL21 70 kDa Ficoll or

its monomer, sucrose.18,22 Information about crowd-

ing induced changes in intrinsic rates can also be

gleaned from unstructured loops of globular

proteins.

Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 [CI2; Fig. 1(A)] is a

globular protein25 [Fig. 1(A)] that has been exten-

sively studied by amide 1H=2H exchange.13,19,26,27

Residues in its reactive loop are potential models for

assessing kint, because they possess few hydrogen

bonds, lower than average order parameters,28 high

B-factors,25 and large solvent accessible surface

areas [SASAs; Fig. 1(B)]. Phase-modulated CLEAN

chemical exchange (CLEANEX-PM) experiments29

conducted in buffer and under crowded conditions

show that exchange rates in the loop do not change

in solutions containing 300 gL21 40-kDa poly-vinyl-

pyrrolidone (PVP),19 100 gL21 lysozyme, and 100

gL21 bovine serum albumin.20 These observations

suggest that kint values in buffer can be applied to

experiments conducted with these crowding agents.

To understand protein stability under native cel-

lular conditions, we must understand how the cyto-

plasm affects kint. This goal is challenging because
15N-1H heteronuclear single quantum correlation

spectra cannot be observed from most globular pro-

teins, including CI2, in E. coli cells.30–32 Further-

more, proteins often begin to leak from cells after 1.5

h,33 or less, whereas the experiments used to mea-

sure exchange require at least an order of magnitude

longer.29,34 For these reasons, we chose E. coli cell

lysates as a reasonable mimic of the cytoplasm.

We used a modified 15NH=D-SOLEXSY34 experi-

ment to measure kint. The experiment is performed

on a 15N=13C doubly labeled protein, in 50%
1H20:50% 2H2O. SOLEXSY bypasses problems such

as radiation damping artifacts, long recycle delays,

nuclear Overhauser effect-type and total correlation

spectroscopy-type transfers between 1Ha and 1HN,

and relayed transfer that arise from selective water

excitation.34 Instead, magnetization is transferred

from the 1Ha through the 13Ca and carbonyl carbon

to the amide 15N. The 15N chemical shift is then

encoded to produce two signals, 15ND and 15NH.

After encoding, a variable mixing time monitors

the exchange of 15ND and 15NH for each hydrogen

isotope, and magnetization is transferred back to 1H

for detection. At short mixing times, only protonated

species are observed, because only protonated amide

nitrogens are detected at the 1H frequency (Fig. 2).

The chemical shift of 15ND is also recorded, but at

short mixing times no signal is detected because lit-

tle 1H has exchanged onto the deuterated amide. At

longer times, exchange of 1H onto the initially deu-

terated (15ND) site causes an increase in the volume

of the 15ND=1H cross-peak, producing a buildup

curve [Fig. 2(B)]. The exchange of deuterons onto

the initially protonated site causes a decrease in vol-

ume, and a corresponding decay with time [Fig.

2(B)]. Plots of peak volume versus time can be fitted

to yield kint. High-quality data can be obtained for

rates between 0.3 and 5.0 s21.34

We crowded CI2 with up to 100 g dry weight

L21 (gdryL21) of E. coli lysate and used 15NH=D-SOL-

EXSY34 to measure exchange in the dynamic loop

and other exposed regions. Exchange rates are

Figure 1. Exposed and fast exchanging backbone amide

protons in CI2. Residues whose backbone amide protons

exhibit reliable exchange using SOLEXSY (293 K, 50 mM

sodium phosphate, pHread 6.7) are shown in red. (A) Ribbon

diagram (PDB: 2CI2 made with PyMOL23). (B) Histogram of

SASAs of backbone amide nitrogens versus residue number.

Residues whose backbone amide hydrogens form a

hydrogen bond to a backbone carbonyl oxygen, a side chain

oxygen or the oxygen of structured water are not shown,

with one exception (see text). SASAs were calculated with

the program POPS.24
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largely unchanged in lysates compared to buffer

alone. Our results suggest that kint values from

buffer-based experiments (i.e., from SPHERE) are

valid for quantifying protein stability under cellular

conditions.

Results

Lysate solutions are problematic for two reasons.

First, at high concentrations they are not stable

enough to allow acquisition of a full 60-h SOLEXSY

experiment (Fig. 3). Second, weak interactions

between constituents of the lysate and the protein

being studied result in a shorter transverse relaxa-

tion time (T2), leading to broad resonances that

degrade the quality of the spectra used to create

buildup and decay curves.35–37

In an attempt to overcome the stability problem,

we decreased the acquisition time by reducing the

number of scans, but this approach exacerbated the

broadening problem. We then tried removing the

sign-coding portion of the SOLEXSY experiment. In

combination with acquiring fewer t1 points, this

change enabled us to acquire a complete experiment

in 15 h. Furthermore, the consequent removal of

10.6 ms (� 1
JNH

) from the pulse sequence resulted in a

mean increase in signal to noise ratio of 25% in

buffer [depending on the resonance, Supporting

Information Fig. S1(A)], which helped compensate

for the decreased sensitivity arising from the shorter

T2 values in lysate [Supporting Information Fig.

S1(B)]. The original and modified SOLEXSY experi-

ments were validated by comparing rates acquired

in buffer to mathematical predictions and to values

obtained with CLEANEX-PM9,20 (Supporting Infor-

mation Table S1).

Residues useful for assessing kint values should

lack stable hydrogen bonds. Backbone amide hydro-

gens from 15 residues of CI2 do not form hydrogen

bonds to a backbone carbonyl oxygen, a side chain

oxygen, or the oxygen of structured water.25 These

residues are in loops, and as expected, exhibit signif-

icant SASAs [Fig. 1(B)]. We also included E41,

whose backbone amide 1H is within hydrogen bond-

ing distance (2.6 Å for the heavy atoms) of the car-

bonyl oxygen of T39, in our analysis because loop

motion likely makes any hydrogen bond transient.

Nine of these 16 hydrogens exhibit amide

exchange on the SOLEXSY (i.e., 0.3–5.0 s21)34 time-

scale [Fig. 4(A); Supporting Information Table S1

and Figs. S2 and S3]. Data from K2, were not

included because its exchange is faster than that

which can be reliably measured by SOLEXSY.34 Val-

ues obtained in buffer and in 100 gdryL21 lysate are

within error of one another, and are similar to the

values calculated and predicted by SPHERE [Fig.

4(A), Supporting Information Table S1].

Seven of the 16 residues do not show exchange

on the SOLEXSY time scale at pHcorr 6.9 (Fig. 1).

Residues E4 and Q59 exchange slow enough to be

detected by conventional 1H2O-to-2H2O transfer

experiments.13,18 The other five residues (A29, V31,

H37, V38, I44) show chemical exchange using

CLEANEX-PM, but these data were acquired at

higher pH.9 Extrapolating these data to our condi-

tions (pOH 5 7.71)38 and using an Arrhenius activa-

tion energy (Ea)14 of 17 kcalmol21, leads to kint

values between 0.001 and 0.04 s21, which are too

small to be accurately assessed with SOLEXSY.

Discussion

Knowing how the cytoplasm affects 1H=2H amide

exchange of exposed residues is vital to calculating

opening free energies and global stabilities.10,18,19

Although these values are normally obtained from

SPHERE, the server only predicts values in solu-

tions made with 100% 1H2O or 2H2O. The SOLEXSY

Figure 2. Region of 15NH=D-1H correlation spectra (A) showing an exchangeable (M40) and a nonexchangeable (K17) residue

from CI2 and (B) the corresponding exchange curves for M40. Buildup of the deuterated amide (NDH) and decay of the proto-

nated amide (NHH) occur as the mixing time (tmix) increases. Spectra were acquired with a modified SOLEXSY pulse sequence

(see Materials and Methods section).

Smith et al. PROTEIN SCIENCE VOL 22:1313—1319 1315



experiment, however, is conducted in a 1:1
2H2O:1H2O mixture. To obtain a direct comparison

to our solution conditions, we calculated the rates

using the equations that drive SPHERE, but with

different parameters. Rates were calculated stipulat-

ing a buffer made from 1:1 2H2O:1H2O (pHcorr 6.9,

pKW 14.61), with poly-DL-alanine as the reference

molecule and kb,ref for ND exchanging in 1H2O.14–

16,38 These rates were then halved34 to make them

comparable to those from experiment and SPHERE.

This manipulation accounts for the fact that

exchange onto 15ND is only visible by SOLEXSY

when 1H exchanges. In other words, 2H exchange

onto initially deuterated amides is undetected,

because only 1H is visible at the 1H frequency,

making the predicted rate twice that measured by

SOLEXSY. These corrected values closely match

those obtained from SPHERE by using the poly-DL-

alanine rate basis, with a pHread 6.5, in 100% 2H2O

(Supporting Information Table S1).

The corrected rates are also similar to rates

measured in buffer [Fig. 4(A)] and obtained with

CLEANEX-PM (Supporting Information Table

S1).9,20 Slight deviations from the CLEANEX-PM

results are likely due to differences in solvent condi-

tion; the SOLEXSY experiments used 1:1 2H2O:1H2O

and a different ionic strength. Taken together, these

results suggest that SOLEXSY is a useful experi-

ment for measuring exchange rates in disordered

loops of globular proteins.

The rates are also similar to those measured in

lysate (Fig. 4), indicating that lysate at 100 gdryL21

has an insignificant effect on exchange. Protection

factors (kint=kobs) of less than five are an unreliable

indicator of secondary structure,39 whereas residues

that exchange only on complete unfolding (i.e., glob-

ally exchanging residues) can have protection factors

greater than 105.13,18,19,27,40 Protection factors based

on the SOLEXSY data (kint,predicted=kobs,buffer and

kint,predicted=kobs,lysate), are no larger than five for the

loop region (Fig. 4), and even these may reflect small

errors in the parameters used to drive SPHERE.

Figure 3. Reconstituted lysate (100 gdryL
21) is stable for 15 h,

but is compromised in less than 59 h. tmix values were

acquired in random order. The SOLEXSY dataset for the short-

est tmix, 0.7 ms, was acquired twice; the second time at the

end of the experiment. The full SOLEXSY experiment required

�59 h, whereas the modified experiment required <15 h. (A)

Spectrum recorded with the full SOLEXSY experiment (tmix 5

0.7 ms) at 6 h. The G35 cross-peak is boxed. (B) Repeat

spectrum (i.e., tmix 5 0.7 ms) recorded to assess stability at

the end of the experiment, 59 h, 16 m. Peak volumes are

larger at the end of the experiment. The increased volume

suggests precipitation of the lysate, allowing CI2 more rota-

tional freedom, lengthening T2, which sharpens the resonan-

ces. (C) Fit for G35 from the full SOLEXSY experiment, which

required 59 h. Instead of decaying, the volume of the 120-ms

point (vertical arrow, acquired at �19 h) is greater than that for

the 0.7-ms point, acquired at 6 h, indicating breakdown of the

lysate. Consistent with this idea, precipitate was visible at �60

h. (D) G35 data acquired with the modified experiment, which

required only �15 h. The repeated tmix point, acquired at 14 h,

is on top of the point acquired at 1 h, suggesting that the

lysate was stable over the course of the modified experiment.

Consistent with this idea, no precipitate was observed at the

end of the experiment.

Figure 4. E. coli lysate (100 gdryL
21, green) and buffer alone

(blue) yield similar amide backbone 1H exchange rate con-

stants, kobs, for solvent accessible residues. (A) Predicted val-

ues14,15 are shown in red. Values from modified SOLEXSY

data are the average of 20 Monte Carlo noise simulations.

Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. (B)

Protection factors (kint,predicted=kobs,buffer and kint,predic-

ted=kobs,lysate). Error bars are from the uncertainties in Panel

A. Conditions are given in the caption of Figure 1.
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Taken together, the data indicate that small differ-

ences in kobs values between lysate and buffer will

have small effects on protein stability studies con-

ducted in lysates.

The concentration of macromolecules in the

cytoplasm of E. coli is 300 gL21, or even higher.1,2

Our attempts to acquire SOLEXSY data at these

concentrations were unsuccessful for the reasons

discussed above: chemical instability of the lysate

and interaction-induced resonance broadening.

Nevertheless, rates obtained in 0, 25, 50, and 100

gdryL21 lysate show no general and consistent trend

(Fig. 5 and Supporting Information Fig. S4), sug-

gesting our results are applicable to the dense inte-

rior of the bacterial cell.

Materials and Methods

Protein
13C glucose (2.0 gL21) and 15NH4Cl (1.0 gL21) were

used to produce purified CI2.19,37

Lysate

Lysates were obtained by modifying the method

described by Wang et al.37 Competent BL21-DE3

(Gold) E. coli were transformed with the pET28a

vector harboring the kanamycin resistance gene.

The transformants were plated on Luria-Bertani

(LB) agar plates containing 60 mg=mL kanamycin.

The plates were incubated overnight at 37�C. A sin-

gle colony was added to 60 mL of LB liquid media

containing 60 mg=mL kanamycin. The culture was

shaken overnight (New Brunswick Scientific,

Innova, I26) at 225 rpm and 37�C, then equally

divided into four, 2.8-L baffled flasks, each contain-

ing 1 L of LB and 60 mg=mL kanamycin. This cul-

ture was grown to saturation (9 h). The cells were

pelleted at 6500g for 30 min and the pellets stored

at 220�C.

Each frozen cell pellet was thawed, resuspended

and lysed in 25 mL of 25 mM tris (pH 7.6) contain-

ing a cocktail of protease inhibitors [Sigma-Aldrich:

0.02 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl) benzenesulfonyl fluoride,

0.14mM E-64, 1.30 mM bestatin, 0.01 mM leupeptin,

3.0 nM aprotinin and 0.01 mM sodium EDTA, and

0.01 mM final concentrations]. Lysis was accom-

plished by sonic dismembration on ice for 6 min

(Fischer Scientific, Sonic Dismembrator Model 500,

20% amplitude, 2 s on, 2 s off). After lysis, cell

debris was removed by centrifugation (14,000g at

10�C for 40 min). The supernatant was filtered

through a 0.22 mm DuraporeVR PVDF membrane

(Millipore).

The filtrates were pooled and dialyzed (Thermo

Scientific, SnakeSkin, 3K MWCO) at 4�C against 5

L of 10 mM tris, 0.1% NaN3 (pH 7.6) for 72 h. The

buffer was changed every 24 h. The inhibitor cock-

tail was added to each dialysate. After lyophilization

(Labconco, Freezone Plus 2.5), the straw-colored

powder was stored at -20�C. To ensure that the

lysate contained 50% exchangeable protons and 50%

exchangeable deuterons, the powder was resus-

pended in 50% D2O (Cambridge Isotopes Laborato-

ries), incubated at room temperature for 8 h and

lyophilized. The process was performed twice and

the resultant powder (300.0 mg) was resuspended in

sufficient 50% deuterated sodium phosphate buffer

(50 mM, pHread 6.7) to give 3.0 mL of solution with a

final concentration of 1.0 3 102 g dry weight L21.

The pHread was adjusted to 6.7. The solution was

centrifuged at 14000 g for 10 min. The supernatant

contained 52 6 4 gL21 of protein as determined by a

modified Lowry assay (Thermo Scientific). The

uncertainty in the concentration is the standard

deviation of the mean from triplicate measurements.

Nuclear magnetic resonance
13C, 15N-enriched CI2 was added to sodium phos-

phate buffer (50 mM, 50% 1H2O:50% 2H2O, pHread

6.7) with and without lysate. The final CI2 concen-

tration was �1 mM for samples acquired in buffer

alone with the modified SOLEXSY experiment. A

concentration of 1.5 mM was used for all other

Figure 5. Comparison of 0–100 gdryL
21 lysate show no gen-

eral and consistent trend. (A) Values from SOLEXSY data are

the average of 20 Monte Carlo noise simulations. Error bars

represent the standard deviation of the mean. Data were

acquired with the modified SOLEXSY experiment for buffer

and 100 gdryL
21 lysate. The full experiment was used for 25

and 50 gdryL
21 lysate. (B) Protection factors (kint,predic-

ted=kobs,SOLEXSY). Predicted values were calculated as

described in the footnote to Supporting Information Table S1.

Error bars are the same as in Panel A. Protection factors of

less than five are not a reliable predictor of structure.39

Smith et al. PROTEIN SCIENCE VOL 22:1313—1319 1317



experiments. The concentrations in buffer were veri-

fied by measuring the absorbance at 280.0 nm (e 5

7.04 3 103M21 cm 21).41

A modified SOLEXSY experiment34 was used to

measure exchange rates. Sign coding was originally

used to facilitate data acquition on intrinsically dis-

ordered proteins by reducing the number of cross-

peaks.34 The spectra of globular proteins like CI2

are well dispersed, elimiating the need for this fea-

ture. We removed the 10.6-ms sign-coding peri-

od, 1
2JNH

� �
290

�

x90
�

6xð
1HÞ;

180
�
x

15Nð Þ2 1
2JNH

� �
. Data were

acquired at 293 K on a 600-MHz Bruker Avance III

HD spectrometer equipped with a HCN triple reso-

nance cryoprobe (Bruker TCI) and Topspin Version

3.2 software. Sweep widths were 9600 Hz in the 1H

dimension and 2300 Hz in the 15N dimension.

Twenty-four transients were collected using 1024

complex points in t2 with 128 TPPI points in t1 for

each mixing time. Data were collected in a pseudo-

3D mode with mixing times of 0.7, 1000.7, 250.7,

120.7, 30.7, 180.7, 70.7, and 500.7 ms. An additional

spectrum with a 0.7-ms mixing time was collected at

the end of the experiment to assess lysate stability.

The 120.7-ms data point was omitted for the 100

gdryL21 lysate. Acquisition required �15 h per sam-

ple. The full experiment used the same parameters,

except that 256 points in t1 were used for each mix-

ing time, and required �60 h per sample.

Data processing

Data were processed with NMRPipe.42 The t2 data

were subjected to a 60� shifted squared sine bell

function (800 complex points for buffer alone and

512 complex points for lysate) before zero-filling to

8096 points and Fourier transfomation. The t1 data

were linear predicted to 256 points before applica-

tion of a 60�-shifted squared sine bell. The t1 data

were then zero-filled to 2048 points and Fourier-

transformed. The spectra were peak picked and inte-

grated using the built in automated routines. Peak

volumes were fitted as described.34 When the full

experiment was used similar routines were followed

without linear prediction. Sign encoded spectra were

added or subtracted to create buildup and decay

spectra, respectively.
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